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ABSTRACT
The implementation of Six Sigma has become a common theme in many organizations. This paper
presents the Six Sigma methodology and its implementation in a primer packaging process of Cranberry
drink. DMAIC (Define, Measure, Analyze, Improve and Control) approach is used to analyze and to improve
the primer packaging process, which have high variability and defects output. After the improvement, the
results showed that there was an increasing sigma level. However, it is not significantly and has not achieved
the world standard quality, yet. Therefore, the implementation of Six Sigma in primer packaging process of
Cranberry drink still has a room for doing a further research.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, the change in technology and innovation has been increasing significantly.
The quest to provide better, cheaper and faster products and services in order to achieve customer
satisfaction have been greatly intensified (Raharjo, 2007). Six Sigma gains momentum as one of
the most effective improvement drives among a large number of multinational organizations, and
its adoption shows an upward trend (Desai, 2006). Six Sigma provides a set of tool to be used
when a focused technical breakthrough approach is required to resolve complicated technical
issues such as design and manufacturing or business process issues (Ladani, et al., 2006).
Since the beginning of the 1990s, the Six Sigma initiative which makes use of a collection of
quality management and statistical tools has been introduced and practiced as a quality
management system (Antony and Banuelas, 2002; Goh and Xie, 2004). This article presents the
application of Six Sigma to improve quality in primer packaging process of Cranberry drink.
Cranberry drink is a healthy drink from Hibiscus Radiatus cuv calyces. The production
processes of Cranberry drink consist of these following procedures: grinding, sieving, sterilization,
and packaging. In the packaging step there will be two types of processes, they are, primer and
secondary ones. Moreover, the primer packaging process can be split into four steps, i.e.,
inspection of sachet, machine setting, filling, and final inspection, and the secondary packaging
process can be split into two steps, i.e., filling and final inspection.
In the Cranberry drink product, the defect output from primer packaging process has a
serious effect. It is the main causal factor of a defect product, as well as, one of the resources in
increasing production cost. The primer packaging is categorized to be defect if at least one of these
criteria is occur. They are a defective sachet, bad seal, blunt cutter and inappropriate weight. To
reduce those defects, therefore, the aims of this research are to identify the quality characteristics in
primer packaging process, to decide the factors which affect the quality variation of primer
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packaging process and to determine the improvement plan in increasing capability process of
primer packaging process using Six Sigma method.
2. SIX SIGMA
Six Sigma is a systematic methodology for continuous process of quality improvement and
continuous process of achieving operational excellence. Six Sigma has been on an incredible run
for over 15 years, producing significant saving to the bottom line of many large and small
organizations (Hoerl, 2004). According to Brue (2006), Six Sigma is a problem-solving
technology that uses data, measurements, and statistics to identify the vital few factors that will
dramatically decrease waste and defects while increasing predictable results, customer satisfaction,
profit, and shareholder value.
A number of papers and books have been published showing the fundamentals of Six Sigma,
such as, Six Sigma deployment, critical success factors of Six Sigma implementation, Six Sigma
project selection and supporting organizational infrastructure required for successful
implementation of Six Sigma.
Man (2002) highlights the responses of Six Sigma in Singapore. He points out that a leading
semiconductor foundry states the ideology ‘Six Sigma in everything that we do’: that the basic
work value is to achieve the Six Sigma standard. The statements are grand and well documented
in the organization’s corporate vision and mission statements and corporate business plan. The
decisive moment comes when measurements are required on the key performance indicators,
defects per opportunities and sigma levels.
The objective of Six Sigma quality is to reduce process output variation so that on along term
basis, which is the costumer’s aggregate experience with our process over time, will result in no
more than 3.4 defects per million opportunities (DPMO) (Ladani, 2006). There are five high-level
steps in the application of Six Sigma tactics called DMAIC, i.e. Definition-MeasurementAnalysis-Improvement-Control (Eckes, 2002).
The five-stage process of Six Sigma begin with the define phase. Define phase involves
identifying a project’s critical to quality (CTQ) characteristics. In the measure phase, the team
identifies the key of internal processes that influence CTQs and measures defects currently
generated relative to these processes. The analyzing phase consists of three steps: establishing
process capability, defining performance objectives, and identifying sources of variation. The
improving phase helps the team confirm the key variables and quantifies their effects on the
CTQs. In the control phase, the improving process is monitored and documented to ensure that the
financial improvements are sustained (Das and Roy, 2007).
3. CASE STUDY
In this discussion, we will describe DMAIC phases as a basic concept on doing quality
improvement by using Six Sigma methodology.
A.. Define
This phase defines the project. It also identifies critical customer requirements and links them
to business needs. The project is to increase free defect Cranberry drink from primer packaging
process. The critical to quality (CTQ) tree is used for identifying critical customer requirements.
This simple tool helps to move from general needs of the customers to the more specific
requirements (Ladani et al., 2006). The critical to quality (CTQ) tree of this project can be seen in
Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Critical to quality tree
The target of free defect Cranberry drink from primer packaging process is defined based on
Figure 1. This target is judged by good sachet, good sealer, sharp cutter and appropriate product
weight. Good sachet is defined by no peeled off sachet. Sealer is good whenever the sealer print is
neat, form a straight line in vertical and horizontal part, and the inside of the sachet is unseen. The
cutter in sachet is claimed sharp if it is a straight line in horizontal part and easy to tear, while
product weight is appropriate if sachet is not empty and the weight agree with c weight written in
secondary package. Hereafter, the deviation to the four quality characteristics is regarded as defect.
B. Measure
There are two major tollgates in a measurement phase, i.e., the creation of the data collection
plan and the implementation of the data collection plan (Eckes, 2003). The steps in this phase are
to identify the relevant parameters for measurement, to develop proper data collection plans and to
estimate the baseline process performance through the sigma level.
To meet those objectives, we collected the past information in primer packaging process for
period of three months by direct observation and interview with the firm owners. They are
consumer specification of free defect Cranberry drink, the used of sachet and powder, defect
output category, and free defect output.
In the primer packaging process to find the defect, the sachets were inspected visually and
also weighted. These outputs were compared to the standard ones, which were determined by the
company. Getting this information, we can calculate the sigma levels for regular and urgent items
based on DPMO method since the data was discrete (Gasperz, 2002). Sigma performance level
calculation is shown on Table 1.
Table 1. Sigma performance level
No
1
2
3
4

Defect category
Defective sachet
Bad seal
Blunt cutter
Inappropriate weight

DPMO
764
719
584
3011

Sigma
3.81
4.69
4.75
4.24

The result showed that the main defect was taken place in the inappropriate weight (DPMO =
3011). DPMO 3011 means that there is an opportunity of 3011 defects sachet in one million
opportunities. Based on this calculation, we found that all of the sigma levels are above 4.
According to Gasperz (2007), sigma level 4 is not good because the error opportunity is quite big,
i.e., 6.210 errors in one million products. Therefore, the primer packaging process needs an
improvement for reducing its defects or in other words, for increasing the sigma level.
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C. Analysis
In this phase, identifying the root causes of the problem and finding out the possible remedies
are the main jobs (Das and Roy, 2007). The objectives in this analyzing phase were to identify all
possible causes contributing in defect output of primer packaging process, to study the contribution
of each significant causes of variation, and to decide which actions are necessary to be done in
order to prevent the defects in the primer packaging process, especially to the main defect, i.e.,
inappropriate weight.
There are three important steps for root cause analysis to be done properly. First is the
brainstorming step. During the phase of root cause analysis, the project team brainstorms all the
possible explanations for current sigma performance. Second is the finest step. During this phase,
the project team narrows the list of possible explanations for current sigma performance, and third
is the closing step. During this phase, the project team validates the finest list of explanations that
explain sigma performance (Eckes, 2002).
Root cause analysis: brainstorming
At the outset, through a brainstorming session involving all of the team members, a fish-bone
diagram was prepared. After rigorous brainstorming, 17 ideas came out as the possible causes of
the problem. These initial ideas were shown in Figure 2.
Machine
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Figure 2. Cause-Effect diagram of defects sachet
Root cause analysis: finest
In this stage, multi-voting was done subjectively. Each team members voted, in scale 1-5, to
which cause will be the most (scale = 5) and the least probable (scale = 1) root cause of the
problem based on their experiences (Desai, 2006).
Based on that result, the list of probable root causes were reduced to 9. The causes that got
average ranking below 3 were dropped from the list. A revised list was then prepared as it is
shown in Table 2.
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Table 2. Multi-voting result
No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Cause
Calibration
Operating procedure
Maintenance
Setting
Behavior
Knowledge
Skill
Poor handling
Specification

Average ranking
4.4
4.8
4.6
4.8
4.4
4.2
4.6
4.6
4.4

Root cause analysis: closing
As a closing step, all of the causes were identified individually through the “Five-Why”
technique”. A list of questions was prepared for each cause asking why it occurred and then
capturing as many answers as possible for each question. Questions for “Five-Why” technique are:
1. Why does machine calibration do rarely?
2. Why does operators often do wrong machine setting?
3. Why does machine maintenance do periodically?
4. Why do different procedures occur to operate sachet machine?
5. Why did operator behaviors not represent good work?
6. Why do operators have less knowledge for operating sachet machine?
7. Why do operators have low skills?
8. Why is poor handling being done?
9. Why is material specification for primer packaging process not the same?
Answers to the questions of “Five-Why” technique formed the basis for improvement efforts.
D. Improve
The objective of this phase was to work on the root cause identified in the analyzing phase
and to eliminate them to achieve the last improvement. The steps involved in this direction are
designing improvement plan, choosing priority improvement plan, and drawing improved process.
The actions plan to overcome the problems were determined from the root causes and the
answers that emerged from the five-why techniques. For examples, the inadequate supervision and
sloppy behavior can be overcome by hiring more supervisors and poor material handling can be
solved by providing a material handling training.
Team member then determined priority of improvement action plan by using Failure Mode
and Effects Analysis (FMEA). The risk elements are the causes derived from cause and effect
diagram. Each of the risk elements is subjected to a rating 1 to 10 scale on Likelihood of
Occurrence, Severity, and Likelihood of Detection, with high numbers being more problematic.
The Risk Priority Number (RPN) is calculated as the product of those three scales (Johnson et al.,
2006). The result of Failure Mode and Effects Analysis (FMEA) is shown in Table 3.
Based on the score of RPN, the highest priority is the highest RPN number. Furthermore,
based on FMEA result, priority actions plan to improve quality of primer packaging process will
be creating standard operating procedure (SOP) for material handling to decrease defective sachet;
training to operate sachet machine to decrease bad seal and inappropriate weight; and creating
standard operating procedure (SOP) for operating sachet machine to reduce blunt cutter.
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Table 3. Failure Mode and Effects Analysis (FMEA)
No Failure mode Risk elements
Set
1 Defective
No procedure for material 7
sachet
handling
No standard material
6
specifications
No training for material
4
handling
Careless material handling 3
2 Bad seal
Improper setting machine
7

Occur
6

Set
4

6

4

6

4

6
5

3
5

RPN Action planning
168 Create SOP for material
handling
144 Design standard material
specifications
96 Provide a material
handling training
54 Hiring more supervisors
210 Operating sachet machine
training
175 Create SOP for operating
the sachet machine

No procedure for
operating the sachet
machine
No training for operating
the sachet machine

7

5

5

6

5

4

No schedule for machines
maintaining
New operators have a less
skill for operating the
machine
Careless in machine
setting
No procedure for
operating the sachet
machine
Improper setting machine

4

6

4

120 Provide a training for
operating the sachet
machine
96 Maintenance schedule

4

5

4

80

4

6

3

72

6

6

5

180 Create SOP for operating
the sachet machine

6

5

5

No training for operating
the sachet machine

5

5

5

No schedule for machine
calibration
4 Inappropriate Improper setting machine
weight

4

6

4

150 Provide a training for
operating the sachet
machine
125 Provide a training for
operating the sachet
machine
96 Calibration schedule

7

6

5

No procedure for
operating the sachet
machine
No schedule for machine
calibration
No training for operating
the sachet machine

7

5

5

6

6

4

144 Calibration schedule

5

5

5

Careless in machine
setting
New operators have a less
skill for operating the
machine

4

6

3

125 Provide a training for
operating the sachet
machine
72 Hiring more supervisors

3

5

2

30

3 Blunt cutter
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After those actions were implemented in primer packaging process, DPMO and sigma level
were calculated again to know performance level of primer packaging process. The current sigma
performance level is shown in Table 4.
Table 4. Present Sigma Level
No
1
2
3
4

Defect category
Defective sachet
Bad seal
Blunt cutter
Inappropriate weight

DPMO
120
114
62
178

Sigma
5.2
5.2
5.3
5.1

The result showed that there are significant differences between before and after
improvement. The sigma level of inappropriate weight increases from 4.2 to 5.1. However, the
implementation result was below standard because time available for implementation is relatively
short.
E. Control
The control phase establishes the ongoing controls necessary to sustain the benefits from the
Six Sigma project. In order to sustain the gain, based on the findings and technical consideration,
the following actions are taken by management and the associated personnel of the primer
packaging process:
1) Regular checking of output sachets from primer packaging process
2) Continuous checking of sachet machine for cleanlines and working of automatic system
3) Monitoring of calibration and maintenance of sachet machine
4) Awareness program for operators on a regular basis should be carried out for development of
process knowledge, skill and motivation
3. CONCLUSION
Quality output variations in primer packaging process are mainly caused by no standard
operating procedure for primer packaging process, careless setting of sachet machine and low skill
of operator. To improve the capability process of primer packaging process, the creating a standard
operating procedure for material handling; training to operate sachet machine, and creating a
standard operating procedure for operating sachet machine respectively were setting.
Based on the DMPO and sigma level calculation, the implementation of Six Sigma in primer
packaging process is still below standard, however. The firm needs to do continuous training and
design standard operating procedure for every step of process production of Cranberry drink.
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